
About the
assignment:

Location
Kaunas, Lithuania

Rate (after tax)
€1800 - 3000/Month

Duration
Full time position

Extension (project)
No

Remotely
(optionally)
Yes

Expire On
2022-07-31 (1 month
ago)

PHP Developer
HITCONTRACT
hitcontract.lt

Vilnius, Lithuania

This assignment expired :when

Description

Open position for PHP Developer with proven
experience atPresent Connection company.

About the Company:

Present Connection is a company providing professional
nearshoring software development services for
customers all around Europe. The company operates
two offices, in Delft, The Netherlands, and in Kaunas,
Lithuania.  

The key success of this company is the team of talented
professionals who are specializing in different
technologies. Also, the team is known for an informal
and friendly atmosphere. It’s the way people feel about
the work they do, the values they believe in. 

The microclimate and work-life balance it’s what people
in this company are truly proud of. Here all know that
when a company's goals are aligned with employee’s
goals, great things happen. And you can be a part of it! 

What You Will Do:

Have You always wanted to work with a professional
and international Team in a friendly environment? We
have a spot available for You!

JetCamp – the fastest growing online marketplace for
searching and booking camping. Working on becoming
the next booking.com for campsites. The website lists

https://hitcontract.lt


all 25.000 campings in Europe and has affiliate
contracts with all major camping-operators.

From the very beginning, JetCamp has strived
to become the leading online marketplace for searching
and booking a camping holiday. JetCamp now lists
all camps in Europe (with content and in 6 languages)
and does this free of charge.

As a Team Member, You will have a possibility to bring
the team to the next level with this ambitious plan. You
will work for hand in hand with professional colleagues,
that are always ready to help, so this requires Your
team player attitude and the willingness to share your
knowledge and best practices with the team.

As a Senior Developer, your main focus is working hand-
on at our backend REST API’s. This can be about
consuming API’s of third-parties, exposing data to our
own website, setting up a new data model, creating a
new MyAccount environment, fixing bugs, etc. There will
be a wide variety of activities and you will get the
freedom and responsibility to realize the projects
together with Your Team.

What We Expect:

Knowledge and practical experience (3+ years) in
PHP and in MySQL;
Understanding of OOP principles.
Knowledge of Laravel Framework or any other
modern PHP framework
Experienced in JavaScript and at least one
popular framework, preferably vue.js
Good HTML, CSS (Sass) knowledge
Ability to learn new software and technologies
quickly
Good English skills

Company Offers:

Awesome job; opportunity to gain knowledge in an
experienced international company and with already
high-performing experienced development teams.

Awesome place to work; while in quarantine and after –
anytime ‘virtual kitchen’ chats, virtual “Kitokie
Pasikalbėjimai” calls with all colleagues on Fridays, an
internal mentoring system, personal training budgets,
discounts in shops, and more.

A healthy place to work; while in quarantine – fruit
baskets and healthy snacks to take home.

After quarantine; table tennis tournaments, sport and



other activities challenges, healthy snacks, and joint
Friday lunches at the office.

Required Skills

PROGRAMMING
PHP 3-4 years
JavaScript 2-3 years
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